Chair Yoga

Kristin McGee
Sit, Stretch, and Strengthen Your Way
to a Happier, Healthier You

With her new book, Chair Yoga: Sit, Stretch, and Strengthen Your Way to
a Happier, Healthier You (HarperCollins, January 17, 2017), nationally
recognized celebrity yoga instructor and trusted wellness expert, Kristin
McGee, has found the perfect antidote for the health risks that plague the
majority of Americans living a sedentary lifestyle (from the card-carrying
couch potatoes to the 86% of American workers who sit all day at their job).
Chair Yoga is exactly what it sounds like, yoga exercises you can do sitting
down, anywhere, anytime. Kristin’s comprehensive, accessible, and easy-tofollow yoga instruction guide includes 100 chair yoga poses and exercises
for all ages and stages.
In just minutes a day, these simple exercises will help you achieve remarkable
physical, mental, and spiritual health benefits. Chair Yoga activates your
breath, your body, and focuses your mind to improve your health, happiness,
and wellbeing.
Desk bound: You can do chair yoga!
Have limited range of motion: chair yoga!
New to yoga: Try chair yoga!
Don’t own yoga wear. Chair yoga’s for you!
HarperCollins
$18.99 ($23.99 Canada)
ISBN 978-0 06-248644-8
Soft cover and digital galley copies
available upon request.
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Meet Kristin McGee

Celebrity Yoga Instructor, Trusted Wellness Expert,
and Author

Kristin McGee is a nationally recognized celebrity
yoga and Pilates teacher, author, speaker, and
mompreneur who has been at the forefront

of the yoga industry since the early 90’s.
Her appeal has always been that she makes
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yoga fun, cool, and accessible to the masses.

Celebrity Yoga Teacher

Kristin’s exceptional yoga
teaching abilities and unparalleled
knowledge of fitness and health
has established her as a sought
after trainer with a continuous
roster of high profile celebrities.
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Kristin is your #1 cheerleader

Kristin has been a vital force

Kristin’s approach to yoga is

Kristin is the best combination

as you pursue your practice.

in my wife’s and my yoga for

friendly and accessible. She is

of skilled and encouraging.

— Savannah Guthrie

years.

hardworking and sweet and

She’s as great with a group

— Steve Martin

helps fit yoga into your normal class of forty-year-old moms as
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life routine.

she is in a private session.

— Bethanny Frankel

— Tina Fey

Chair Yoga can be done anywhere and anytime. You don’t
need a mat, you don’t have to stand, and you don’t need
to wear yoga pants (though you can if you want to).
Kristin McGee’s Chair Yoga is divided into chapters
organized by body part. Each exercise includes step-bystep instructions and easy to follow photos. Plus, there are
bonus chapters with 5 and 10-minute routines.
Kristin created Chair Yoga for the majority of Americans
living a sedentary lifestyle. For those who find it difficult to
fit movement or exercise into their day, chair yoga can be
done in a myriad of places: at your desk; on an airplane,
bus, or subway; a doctor’s office waiting room or on your
couch at home.
For Kristin, “the art of yoga is being able to be present
anywhere and tap into your vital life force to keep your
body flexible, strong, and healthy.”
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Health Risks of Sedentary Life

The effect of sitting for prolonged periods can cause
strain on the neck and shoulders, back, hips, and legs.
In addition, prolonged sitting is linked to heart disease,
diabetes, and premature death. Scary? Yes.
Whether you are at your desk, watching television, or
stuck in traffic during your commute, you are sitting. To
lessen the health risks of sedentary behavior adding
Kristin’s Chair Yoga poses and exercises to your daily
life helps prepare the mind and body to live well, whole,
and happy.
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The Boundless Benefits of Yoga
• Improves flexibility
• Helps you focus

• Releases tension

• Gives you peace of mind and inner strength
• Makes you happier
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Yoga also builds muscle strength; improves posture; betters your bone health;
increases your blood flow; boosts your immunity; lowers your blood pressure;
lowers your blood sugar; and gives your lungs room to breath.

KRISTIN McGEE IN THE MEDIA
Kristin McGee makes frequent appearances as a guest fitness expert on
national television shows and has also been featured in top-tier magazines.
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Good Morning America, The Early Show, The Today Show, Fox News, Fox Business, Fitness, Glamour, Health, InStyle, Oxygen,
Mind Body Green, OK! Magazine, People, Prevention, SHAPE, The Huffington Post, Vogue, and Women’s Health.

KRISTIN McGEE COVER GIRL

Kristin has graced the covers of
Health Magazine, Fit Yoga, and
Pilates Style multiple times.
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KRISTIN McGEE YOGA AND PILATES VIDEOS

Kristin has starred in and/or been featured over 100 yoga and Pilates videos
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MORE ABOUT KRISTIN McGEE
KRISTIN’S PERSONAL YOGA AND FITNESS PRACTICE

STAYING MOTIVATED

Kristin “moves” everyday. Each week she finds time for some yoga, a Pilates class or

Kristin suggests scheduling workout time on your calendar; find classes you love,

two, and strength training. Living in NYC, she walks everywhere and has a toddler

or meet with friends for group walks or workouts and add Chair Yoga to stay

who keeps her active.

motivated.

KRISTIN’S PREGNANCIES AND HER PERSONAL FITNESS/YOGA PRACTICES

KRISTIN’S GO-TO SNACK BEFORE AND AFTER EXERCISING

During Kristin’s first pregnancy she was able to keep a steady fitness routine. Now

Kristin’s favorite snacks for energy include Greek yogurt with berries and walnuts,

pregnant with twins and mother to a toddler, it’s more challenging. To stay fit, Kristin

a banana with nut butter, an apple and a handful of almonds, or peanut butter on

does gentle yoga, Pilates, lunges, squats, lifts weights, or uses bands.

toast.

KRISTIN “WORKING MOM” – “MULTI-TASKER”

KRISTIN’S FAVORITE WORKOUT AND MEDITATION PLAYLIST

Kristin balances being a working mom by waking up earlier than anyone in the house

Krishna Das for yoga meditation or classical music, John Mayer, The Beatles, and

to meditate, workout, or write to prepare for the day. She also paces herself and

Coldplay, to name a few.

makes sure she does one special thing a day for herself. This all leads to getting more
things done and having better focus.

KRISTIN’S MENTORS AND INSPIRATIONS
Lisa Landphair and Nevine Michaan are Kristin’s favorite yoga teachers. She’s inspired
by many of her clients including celebrity clients Steve Martin, Tina Fey, and Savannah
Guthrie because they are brilliant and make things happen, but moreover because
they are kind. Kristin’s mom constantly inspires her, as does her son.
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KRISTIN McGEE BRAND AMBASSADOR

Kristin has high standards regarding the brands she
chooses to endorse. She is a spokesperson for Power
Pilates Gym on HSN and a brand ambassador for
multiple brands including:

Aflac | C9 at Target | Fila | Kind Bars
Lululemon | Traditional Medicinals
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WORK WITH KRISTIN
Kristin is a sought-after yoga, Pilates, and fitness
expert for TV and radio appearances, speaking events,
commentary in national print and online publications
and more. Named one of the top 100 most influential
yoga teachers in the U.S. by SONIMA in 2016,
Kristin is a contributing editor at Health Magazine.
•

Expert fitness consultant

•

Retreats/Classes –Yoga and or Pilates

•

Appearances/interviews

•

Keynote Speaker - health and fitness
workshops

- TV, Radio, Print, Online
•

Contributing writer

•

Guest blogging

•

Small business and corporate
wellness consulting

INTERVIEW AND ARTICLE TOPICS
•

Tips for Beginning Your Yoga Practice

•

How to Modify Your Yoga Practice
During Pregnancy
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•

4 Moves to Practice on an Airplane

•

Top 5 Health Benefits of Chair Yoga

•

Proactive Yoga Moves to Stave off Flu
and Colds

•

Yoga Poses to Relieve Back Pain

•

Yoga Poses to Relieve Headaches/Neck
Pain

•

How to Enhance Your Yoga Practice

KRISTIN ONLINE
KristinMcGeeFitness
@KristinMcGee
/kristinmmcgee
@kristinmcgee
/kristinmcgeefit

WWW.KRISTINMCGEE.COM
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t: 310-494-1554

t: 213-400-1158

e: alison@ajgpr.com

e: sharon.w.house@gmail.com

www.ajgpr.com

